
Bring Me 
 
Create teams and have each teams sit together in a group.  Designate one collector for each team.  
 
The collector is a person is given to charge to collect items the group brings and record scores.   
 
Leader calls out an item for each group to bring to the collector. The first team to bring the item forward 
receives 10 points – remaining teams that produce the item get 5 points – if a team can’t produce the 
item but knows what it is they can tell the collector and receive 1 point - zero points if items are not 
produced in the set time. (Suggested maximum time: thirty to 60 seconds)  
 
Items 

1. Round and round it goes – sometimes as a never ending symbol of love – some times it’s simply 
an accessory. (ring) 

2. Often kindergarteners master how to use this tool by learning a simple rhyme about a bunny 
going around a tree.  No mater how the task is learned it’s good to keep this tight so you don’t 
trip. (shoelace) 

3. Spearmint, cinnamon, wintergreen, or watermelon this can come in many flavors – it’s good to 
have in your mouth but notorious for winding up stuck to the underside of tables. (gum) 

4. From humble origins and less than a year of formal education you may have a picture of this 16th 
president in your pocket.  (penny – Abraham Lincoln) 

5. This has two hands and a face it keeps on ticking but is not alive. (watch/clock) 
6. Sounds or words can be used when using this to stay connected. (cell phone) 
7. If this doesn’t fit then the jury must acquit. (gloves) 
8. Normally this has three curves and is useful for keeping things together – but it can be straighten 

to into a line. (paper clip) 
9. Place this high to help keep you warm when winter days are cold (hat) 
10. 50 US states each have a differently designed one of these but they can all be used exactly the 

same.  (quarter) 
11. One end of this helps me keep track of information while the other lets me delete mistakes. 

(pencil with eraser)  
12. Head, heart, hands, and health are symbolized by this.  (4-H clover) 
13. A picture of yourself that proves you are privileged. (drivers license) 
14.  This started out in the forest but can end up as an airplane. (paper) 
15. It’s many teeth keep strays in place (comb)  
16. Many different things are said about this --- it’s continuous, makes the world go around, looks 

good on everyone, helps you feel good, and the best thing to put on in the morning (smile) 
17. A small profile of Franklin Delano Roosevelt is on one side and torch with an olive branch and 

an oak branch are all pictured here. (dime)  
18. This helps some near and helps others far – but everyone who has them balances them on their 

nose.  (glasses) 
19. Most people would rather not need to use this but when eyes and noses run it’s good to have 

around. (Kleenex)   
20. A Hawaiian dollar bill.  (same as any US dollar)   

 
 


